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SN-019176, Models in SAS/AF software supporting only a few interfaces ...
WARNING: This fix is only available to PC, VMS and UNIX users. Win32
users can only get it through VMS / UNIX. (For VMS users, you need to

upgrade VMS to v2.50 or later, which supports the fix.) See
http://www.darwin.org/language/vulnerability.html for details on how to

use this patch to fix the vulnerability. Vulnerability found in Vulnerable.exe
The vulnerability allows a remote attacker to execute arbitrary code on the

target system. Vulnerability exists because of insufficient input data
processing in "file" parameter of enemyjes.exe script. A remote user can

use a specially crafted query to execute arbitrary script code in the
victim's browser in the context of account security It requires the .NET

Framework version 2.0 or higher included in the distribution kit.
Vulnerability exists due to insufficient processing of input data in "file"
parameter by enemyjes.exe script. The vulnerable enemyjes.exe file is
located in C:\\Win\\Enemyjes\\Enemyjes.exe. A remote user can use a
specially generated query containing directory traversal characters to

execute arbitrary code on the target system. References: UPD: The
problem has been resolved by updating C:\\Windows\\Certificates UPD2:

The problem was solved by updating
C:\\Windows\\System32\\wbem\\osrc.dat and editing the file UPD3: The

problem has been resolved by updating
C:\\Windows\\System32\\wbem\\osrc.dat Update: There are already two

solutions to this problem on the web, a patch from Microsoft and from "site
experts", which is what I applied. The problem was that I had SFC scannow
installed and running, which I understood was trying to replace some files
in the Windows\\wbem\\osrc.dat folder. As soon as I stopped that process,
the problem was solved. PS: Something in the latest Windows 10 update
from Microsoft made this problem even worse The problem was solved

even easier. Simply delete the wbem folder. To uninstall, go to
"Administration" (the gear icon), select "Services", select "IIS Services". On

the right-hand window, select "IIS Services". From the list of services,
select "IIS Management Extensions Service". Select "Optional Service" from

the left-hand list, remove it. After that, delete the wbem folder (path:
C:\\Program Files\\Microsoft\\Windows NT\\Wbem). That's it. All that is left
of this file after deleting is the folder wbemdata, which you do not need to
delete. This contains configuration files that may be needed in the future.
If you still have some problems with WBEM (e.g. WBEM_ERROR_923 error),
try the following steps: Check that the wbemconfig.cfg file is in the WBR

directory. Check that there is a wbemconf.cfg file in the WBEM directory. If
there is a wbemconf.cfg file, delete it. If wbemconf.cfg is not in the WBEM
directory, remove it manually. If the file wbemconf.cfg does not contain

data, and the path to the file wbemconfig.
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